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Pixelmetrix launches 2 Terabyte Transport
Stream Recorder

IBC, Amsterdam, September 2004, booth # 1.330- Pixelmetrix is pleased to announce
the latest member to its successful DVStor family with the latest model supporting 2
Terabytes on online storage.

The DVStor product line has been selling successfully into many monitoring applications
since it’s introduction. The solution gives the operator a simple and cost effective tool to
have access to the complete MPEG-2 Transport Stream, a feature essential in detecting
problems.

The DVStor family of products, depending on the version, can record from 100 GB to 2
TB. With the introduction of the DVStor 4U/2000 continuous TS recorder and player, the
customer has access to anything from 5 days in a satellite environment to 10 days for
terrestrial transmission.

“The DVStor family of products have been extremely successful with DVB operators in
the satellite, cable as well as terrestrial environments. It gives the engineers responsible
for digital transmission quality, a cost effective and simple-to-use solution. Engineers
are able to study problems that have been reported but never hit the radar screen when
they happened. We built the brand new 2 TB version on demand from our customers who
were looking for this long term recording” says Reto Brader, GM, Pixelmetrix Europe.

About DVStation Products

DVStation, DVStation-Remote, DVStation-Pod, and DVStation-IP by Pixelmetrix are
award-winning systems for monitoring the quality and performance of digital networks.
DVStation is the only all-in-one solution that can monitor a signal path from studio to
home. The operator sets the monitoring thresholds and alert methods for the entire
network from a single location.  DVStation will notify operators if there's trouble, with
alerts delivered remotely over a corporate LAN, the Internet or even to a pager.  If signal
and content integrity is essential for business success, DVStation is the most advanced
Preventive Monitoring solution available today.

About Pixelmetrix Corporation



Pixelmetrix Corporation is the global expert in Preventive Monitoring for digital
television networks.  The company provides equipment and network intelligence systems
to television broadcasters for management and monitoring of quality of service.
Headquartered in Singapore, Pixelmetrix has offices in the United States and Europe.
�Pixelmetrix customers include CNN, CBS, Disney, HBO, NHK, Japan Telecom, KPBS, NTL,
Sky PerfecTV! Japan, British Telecom, Canal+ and Télédiffusion de France. It is the
winner of the Peter Wayne Award for Best Design and Innovation IBC 2000, winner of
the STAR 2000 and 2004 Superior Technology Award from TV Technology Magazine, and
recipient of a Cable-Satellite/Mediacast Product of the Year Award in 2003 and 2004. For
more information, visit www.pixelmetrix.com.

For more information about DVStation and Pixelmetrix, please email
info@pixelmetrix.com     or visit     www.pixelmetrix.com    .

The terms Preventive Monitoring, DVStation, DVStation-Remote, DVStation-Pod,
DVStation-IP, DVStor, DVShift, DVScope, and DPI Auditor are trademarks of Pixelmetrix
Corporation.
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